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Your visit to Bocci says that you are committed to 
your overall sense of well-being. Your visit offers you, 
as well as other visiting clients, the chance to relax 
and escape from day to day responsibilities. With 
this in mind; 

-Children are welcome as long as they are 
scheduled for services. If not, we ask that you 
respect the other guests peace and quiet by 
leaving your children at home, not to mention, it 
allows you time for yourself to enjoy your service. 
-We also ask that you please silence your cell phone 
for the entirety of your visit.

RESERVATIONS/CANCELLATIONS
We Request that you make a reservation in 
advance. We hope you don't have to cancel, but 
should a cancellation or date change be necessary, 
we request a minimum of 24-hours notice. Due to 
scheduling commitment to other clients' schedules, 
we may need to reschedule any appointment for 
which you are more than 15 minutes late.  

GIFT CARDS & DISCLAIMERS 
Bocci Salon gift cards are great for any 
occasion and are available for any dollar 
value you choose. You may purchase gift 
cards in person or on our website. 

•Gift Cards are non-refundable.
•Bocci  is not responsible for lost or stolen 

gift cards.
•Gift cards do not include gratuities.
•Menu prices are subject to change 

without notice.
•We are unable to add gratuity to any 

credit/debit card transaction. 
•Tipping is always left to the discretion of 

our clients. 



salon services

HAIR EXTENSIONS
GREAT LENGTHS™ (Priced upon consultation)
100% human hair Great Lengths, the unparalleled extension system that 
has changed the worldwide definition of hair design, will make your 
desire for thicker, longer, more beautiful hair a reality.  

Tape-In Hair Extensions  225 (plus hair)*
Glam Seamless Remy Tape In extensions are made with pure 100% 
Remy human hair and premium hypoallergenic tape adhesive that is 
strong, safe and non-damaging. Can be re-installed up to 3 times. Lasts 
wash after wash, up to 6 months.  

Beaded Weft Extensions 300 (plus hair)* 150 (touch-up 6-8 weeks)
Beaded wefts are made with 100% Remy human hair . The same wefts 
can be used up to 3 sessions lasting approximately 6 months. 
*Cost of hair determined at consultation. 

Invisible Bead Hair Extensions  (Priced upon consultation)
Invisible Bead Extensions (IBE) uses a flexible beaded foundation to 
create movement and comfort. The hair is stitched into this beaded 
foundation in such a way, that it completely hides the attachment 
points to your natural hair . 

I-Tips (Priced upon consultation)
Also known as micro beads, an individual bond method installed by 
clamping a section of your natural hair and the extension inside of a 
copper bead. The extension is tipped with polyurethane, creating a 
cushion of protection for your natural hair when it is inside of the bead. 
No heat or glue. 6-8 week maintenance, hair is reusable. 

K-Tips (Priced upon consultation)
Also known as keratin, an individual bond method using a hot fusion 
tool. The tip of the extension is bonded around a section of natural hair 
allowing 360° mobility. Long lasting, up to 5 months, if cared for 
properly. No maintenance, hair is not reusable.  

HAIRCUTS/STYLING

A talented, well-trained Stylist is the architect to a 
great haircut. That is why technical, artistic, and 
service excellence are standard requirements at 
Bocci. Our Stylists and Color Specialists have 
completed an extensive apprenticeship and 
advanced training. This reflects our uncompromising 
demand for superior customer care. You receive 
exceptional results from Stylists who understand hair, 
your need and your lifestyle. Every hair service 
begins with a consultation.

Woman’s Design Cut (includes style) 
Men’s Design Cut (includes style) 
Children (includes style)
Hairstyle with Shampoo
Event Styles
Clip-in Extensions w/ Formal Style 
Brides (Trial/Wedding Day)

Hair Treatments
Kerastase Fusio Dose™ 
Olaplex™

COLOR SERVICES

At Bocci we maintain a department of 
trained experts, who focus exclusively on the 
latest techniques and products for your hair. 
Our Specialists will develop a  color 
treatment that compliments and enhances 
your personal style. Our colors add depth 
and dimension with rich, natural looking 
results. *Blow dry and style included with 
color services. Haircut extra.

Full Tint
Tint Touch-Up  
Eyebrow Tint

Foil/Balayage Highlights 
Mini Partial
Partial
Full Highlight

Corrective Hair Coloring priced upon consultation

*Please be aware that color corrections may take two or 
more visits to achieve complete results. We do ask that you 
adhere to our at-home hair care routine.

NON-SURGICAL HAIR RESTORATION
Call today to set up your no cost, no obligation 

consultation with one of our Hair Loss Specialists!

Men's Hair Loss Solutions
While no one has the cure for baldness, we have the 
answer to each man’s situation for thinning hair or hair 
loss.  

Women's Hair Loss Solutions
Let our hair restoration specialist tell you what you can 
do to get back the hair you had or the hair you've 
always wanted.

Capilia Hair Loss Prevention & Scalp Therapy Our 
specialists will create your 3-step personalized 
treatment plan.
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Natural Keratin Smoothing Treatment  Starting at 350
Have you ever wished that your hair was more 
manageable? Softer? Smoother? Had more shine? 
Keratin Complex is the answer!

Express Keratin Blowout Starting at 165
Express smoothing service that reduces frizz, curl, and 
daily styling time for up to 6 weeks.

Consultation recommended. Prices may vary depending on 
hair length and thickness.   

Express Blowout                                                                      Starting at 165
Express smoothing service that reduces frizz, curl, and daily styling time for up to 6 weeks.

Consultation recommended. Prices may vary depending on hair length and thickness.  

SMOOTHING/STRAIGHTENING SERVICES
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